The In-house
Design Awards
2019

Take your
seat at
the table
The growth and development of the in-house design community
over the past several years represents an important shift in the
recognition of the value of design for business. Organizations are
increasingly aware of the significant advantage provided by in-house
creative teams, who are able to understand and serve organizational
goals and communicate with relevant audiences in a way that
exceeds the capabilities of an outside agency. In our 2019 annual,
we present some of the most effective examples of this in practice.

2019

In our third year presenting this program RGD received 282 entries
from across North America. The projects represent a range of
industry sectors from municipal government to post-secondary
education, broadcast media to museums, retail to manufacturing.
Each entry was reviewed by four of our 20 judges with each judge
providing a score for their top 10 – 15 projects and selecting one
project as their Judge’s Pick, which are featured as Awards of
Excellence. Awards of Merit represent entries that received the
highest scores across the judges who reviewed them. Three additional
projects have been recognized with Special Awards supported
by sponsors .design, Domtar Paper and Category 5.
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RGD was created by government legislation to grant
qualified designers, design educators and design
managers the right to use the designation RGD.
The RGD designation offers employers the assurance
of hiring an experienced and qualified professional
who’s committed to the highest ethical standards.
RGD members have documented levels of relevant,
professional education and experience, along
with demonstrated competence in design, strategy,
business, accessibility, research and ethics.
Representing over 4,200 designers, managers,
educators and students, RGD advocates on behalf
of the profession, communicating the invaluable
contributions of graphic designers to commerce,
culture and society. RGD programs include our
DesignThinkers Conference which takes place
annually in Toronto and Vancouver, the biannual
Creative Earners National Survey, professional
Awards for social good design and in-house design,
the DesignThinker of the Year Award, Student
Awards, mentorship and extensive professional
development programs and resources.

2019

RGD

Through the Association of Registered Graphic
Designers (RGD), Canadian designers exchange ideas,
educate and inspire, set professional standards and
build a strong, supportive community dedicated
to advocating for the value of design.

For more, visit rgd.ca
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Judges
Wade Convay
Interactive Creative Lead,
Google Brand Studio
in San Francisco

Gay Cross
Graphic Designer,
Dementia Australia
in Melbourne

Shelley Gainer RGD
Director, Creative & Branding,
Shoppers Drug Mart
in Toronto

Donna Graffi-Smith RGD
Manager, National
Design Studio at Deloitte
in Vancouver

Wade works with a
transdisciplinary team across
brand design, marketing
and cross-product initiatives
to create the next great
experiences from Google,
including platforms such
as Be Internet Awesome,
Google One and Google
Earth. Previously he was the
Executive Creative Director
and VP of Product Innovation
at R/GA, working on the
Nike+ ecosystem of products.
He also worked on brands
such as Converse, Fossil,
Louis Vuitton, Samsung,
Toyota, Walmart and Zagat.
Wade has been a faculty
member at the School of
Visual Arts in New York for
the last five years building
the interactive department
from two instructors to
over 20. He graduated from
Conestoga College and
ArtCenter College of
Design with a degree in
Graphic Design.

With 30 years’ experience
as a freelance and in-house
designer, Gay has worked
with landscape architects,
pop-up restaurants and
major clients such as
Caterpillar Australia.
Her passion is for creating
impactful design that
supports important public
health messaging and raising
awareness of the importance
of creating accessible design.
As the only in-house designer
for Dementia Australia,
Gay has collaborated with
senior executive teams
across countless state and
national campaigns and
projects. Most recently
Gay developed the major
rebrand for Dementia
Australia, the one national
body for people living with
dementia, their families
and care providers.

Shelley is a Creative Director
with over 18 years of
experience in the design
industry. As the Senior
Director of Creative, Content
and Social for Shoppers
Drug Mart, she leads an
internal team of art directors,
graphic designers, production
artists, copywriters, social
media specialists and
content leads. Shelley is
responsible for the Shoppers
Drug Mart brand across all
customer touch points and
engagement platforms.
Over the course of Shelley’s
career, she has worked
with many of Canada’s
leading ad agencies
and developed strong
connections within the
design community.

Donna is an innovative
design leader with over
13 years of experience
building and transforming
ideas into brand experiences.
She has a proven knowledge
of brand, creative strategy,
communication and
management with an
emphasis on client service
excellence. At Deloitte,
she works with a talented
team of designers based all
over Canada and overseas.
She has been an in-house
designer since she graduated
from York University/
Sheridan College Program
in Design where she
received her Bachelor of
Design with Honours.

Judging
Public/Non-Profit Sectors

Judging
Environmental
& Packaging

2019

RGD

Judges selected the best work based on colour, composition,
typography and imagery as displayed in various media, as well as
promotional design, creativity, strategy, clarity and overall impact
of messaging. Each judge was given entries based on his or her
sector and scored entries based on the criteria listed above.

Judging
Branding & Editorial Work

Judging
Technology/Information
Sectors
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Chris is a Canadian designer
who has spent the past
decade in London, UK.
He’s worked with startups,
charities and Fortune 500
companies including
Expedia, where he was a
Design Lead. As Head of
Design for the Ministry of
Justice UK, he was on the
forefront of delivering
transformative, user-centred
government services.
He returned to Canada to
become the first Chief of
Design with The Canadian
Digital Service, a new
initiative from the
Government of Canada
to deliver simple, easy to
use services for everyone
in Canada.
Judging
Public/Non-Profit Sectors

David Guarnieri
Creative Lead at Geometry
in Montreal

Grace Hwang
VP of Design & Experience,
Carrot Inc in Palo Alto

Gev Marotz
Director of Design,
Drop in Toronto

Cris Jaw RGD
Creative Lead, OCS Ontario
Cannabis Store in Toronto

Vishu Mahajan
Creative Director,
University of Calgary

Jamie Myrold
VP of Design, Adobe in
San Francisco

With over 15 years of
experience in the creative,
advertising and retail
industries, David knows
a good thing when he
sees it. A bursary from the
marketing firm Y&R led him
to graduate with a bachelor’s
degree from the Université
du Québec à Montréal.
This was followed by a stint
at Paprika, where he worked
on projects for Commissaires,
Baronet, Les Allusifs,
Dubuc, Infopresse and
Maison Corbeil. David joined
and then led creative
in-house teams for Call It
Spring, Globo Shoes, Hyba
Activewear and Reitmans,
developing strong 360
degree creative strategies.

Prior to Carrot, Grace spent
12 years at global innovation
consultancy IDEO where she
co-led the Food and Beverage
practice and served as
Executive Director of the
Design for Health practice.
In these roles, Grace led
multi-disciplinary teams and
collaborated with startups,
non-profit organizations
and Fortune 500 companies
like Samsung, NASA, AARP
and ConAgra, helping them
innovate through rapid
prototyping and insightdriven design. She holds
multiple patents and was
awarded a Fast Company
Innovation By Design Award
for her work on the patient
and employee experience
for Planned Parenthood.
Grace holds BSc degrees
in mechanical engineering
and product design from
Stanford University.

Gev is an Israeli-born
designer who has lived
in Germany and China.
Educated in design, he
began his career in the US.
His design philosophy draws
from a lifetime of travel and
internal exploration and his
upbringing in a family of
visual artists. Now based in
Toronto, Gev loves working
with great people to
solve tough problems.
From branding to product
he has led large and small
teams and made cool things
for some companies and
startups you might have
heard of, like Drop,
Wealthsimple, BrainStation
and Konrad Group.

Cris is a Toronto-based
creative director who
specializes in in-house
design development
and management.
While working for the LCBO,
she oversaw a multidisciplinary team of graphic
designers, photographers
and production artists.
Under her direction
the team created retail
promotional campaigns
for in-store and online
channels, events graphics,
packaging design and
publications. In 2018,
Cris joined the Ontario
Cannabis Store as Creative
Lead to head up the brand
and visual design portfolio.
Cris holds a Bachelor’s
Degree in Design from
the Ontario College of
Art and Design.

Vishu leads the in-house
Creative Studio at the
University of Calgary.
This award-winning team
has expertise in branding,
design, art direction and
project management and
is a trusted partner for
marketing initiatives on
campus. Vishu has evolved
the thinking at the university
to build brand awareness,
enhance creative
collaboration and foster a
culture of openness and
sharing. She is passionate
about developing processes,
systems and culture that
enable meaningful brand
experiences and interaction.
She has worked in diverse
industries including print
production, environmental
design and editorial design
prior to joining the university
in 2012.

Jamie has led largescale design efforts at
Adobe for over 13 years,
spearheading the
company’s development
of next-generation
design tools through its
transformation to a
cloud-based software
leader. Her experience
goes beyond restructuring
and redesigning applications
to redefining Adobe’s
business as well. Jamie
aims to inspire the next
wave of design leaders,
encouraging her teams to
push boundaries and
develop skills that impact
all aspects of business
strategy and product
creation. Jamie has
championed Diversity and
Inclusion initiatives at
Adobe and has a particular
interest in Artificial
Intelligence, Machine
Learning and Immersive
Experiences as they relate
to design.

Judging
Retail & Consumer Goods
Sectors

Judging
Interactive & Motion/Video

Judging
Branding & Promotion/
Campaigns

Judging
Promotion/Campaigns
& Editorials

Judging
Educational
& Government Sectors

Amanda Parker
Manager, Design & Creative
Communications, IG Wealth
Management in Winnipeg
Amanda has close to
20 years of experience in
the in-house design industry.
She manages IG Wealth
Management’s in-house
design and production teams
and works closely with a
highly talented, crossdisciplinary marketing team.
Amanda serves on the Board
of the Manitoba Chapter of
the GDC (Graphic Designers
of Canada) as Events Chair.

2019
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Chris Govias
Chief of Design at
The Canadian Digital Service
in Ottawa

Judging
Financial/Professional
Services Sectors

Judging
Interactive & Motion/
Video Work
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Ian Scott RGD
Graphic Designer,
Confederation College
in Thunder Bay

Working with museums
and cultural institutions over
the last 19 years, Eric has
met the many challenges
and demands associated
with the world of creative
direction, production and
installation of exhibitions,
acquiring an intimate
knowledge of museum
practices, environmental
design and architectural
installation. He has led
multi-disciplinary teams
to develop, design and
execute promotional
products and marketing
campaigns featuring art,
archaeology and historical
collections. From 2013
to 2016, Eric oversaw
the creative in-house team
that implemented the
first Muslim art museum
in North America, the
Aga Khan Museum.
He has been at the Canadian
Museum of History
since 2016.

Ian has over 20 years of
experience in creative
design. He started his career
in Toronto working on
national and international
print campaigns and later
returned to his northwestern
Ontario roots to produce
materials for the tourism
industry and establish his
own design business,
Kuda Media. For the past
nine years, Ian has been
producing award-winning
work at Confederation
College and teaching in
the Interactive Media
Development program.
Bringing a strategic,
design-thinking approach
to all of his projects, Ian
focuses on achieving
exceptional outcomes and
influences the creative
direction of Confederation’s
local, provincial and
international campaigns.

Judging
Environmental, Print
& Other Work
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Judging
Educational
& Government Sectors

Karuna Scheinfeld
VP of Design at Canada
Goose in Toronto

Evan Scronce
Director of Experience
Design, Float in Chicago

Rajinder Sidhu RGD
Design Director, Vidyard
in Guelph

Karuna earned her BFA in
New York’s Parson’s School
of Design interning for
design legends Alexander
McQueen and Dolce &
Gabbana and cut her teeth
at Ralph Lauren Purple Label,
creating her own menswear
collection, Martin Wynn,
which pioneered
performance fabrics in
traditional silhouettes,
partnering with Schoeller
and Gore-Tex. She helped
develop elevated brands
for Abercrombie & Fitch
(Ruehl No.925), American
Eagle outfitters (Martin &
Osa) and at Woolrich in
Bologna, Italy, where she
became Head of Men’s
Design and Global Concept.
She now works in Toronto
as VP of Design at Canada
Goose where she is
thrilled to lead the creative
vision for global product.

A customer and UX
influencer, Evan started
a sole proprietorship in
college, working with
international fashion brands
like Gucci and Chanel.
He then expanded his
reach designing eCommerce
and research experiences
for Motorola and Google.
Being an empathetic
problem solver (and a
true gearhead hobbyist)
has made Evan a go-to for
cracking complex problems
for brands like Microsoft,
American Express, Fidelity
and more. As Director
of Experience Design,
he works with globally
distributed teams on
the enhancement user
and customer experience
executions. He co-owns
multiple technology
patents comprising
Machine Learning, Artificial
Intelligence and innovative
mobile app thinking.

Raj leads design across
brand, marketing and
product at Vidyard,
a platform that helps
companies create, share
and track their video
content. This includes
managing an internal team
of visual designers, product
designers and illustrators.
Raj was formally trained
as a graphic designer with
past experience developing
award-winning creative
strategy and execution
in branding, web, and
package design. With over
15 years of experience,
he now uses his learnings
to help drive business
results with design.

Judging
Retail & Consumer Goods
Sectors

Judging
Cultural Sector

Judging
Travel, Tourism, Media,
Sports & Entertainment

Jessica Vitale RGD
Studio Director,
Graphic Design at FORREC
in Toronto

Patrick White RGD
Senior Graphic Designer,
McKinsey & Company
in Vancouver

Jessica is an award-winning
designer whose conceptual
thinking, creativity and
design experience leads
FORREC’s graphic design
work in branding and brand
activation, signage and
wayfinding strategies,
exhibit design and other
experiential graphics. Her
user-centric design approach
is foundational to the work
Jessica and her team
produce for major brands
including Nickelodeon,
LEGOLAND and Universal.
Jessica’s diverse experience
spans several design firms
including her most recent
role as National Graphic
Design Manager at DIALOG.
Prior to DIALOG, Jessica
designed for several
boutique graphic design
studios in Toronto, working
with many non-profit
organizations. Jessica
holds a Bachelor of Design
from OCADU.

Patrick is an experienced
Senior Graphic Designer
with a demonstrated history
of working in the global
management consulting
industry. He has provided
design, consultation and
project management
services to client teams
using a variety of creative
methods. Examples include
corporate presentation,
publication and proposal
design and print, web and
user-interface design.
Patrick is currently designing
for the McKinsey Global
Institute overseeing the
implementation of a
new visual identity.
Judging
Financial/Professional
Services Sectors

Pat Young
Creative Director, Lululemon
in Vancouver
Pat’s passion for thoughtful
design, arresting imagery
and powerful storytelling has
taken him from photography
to art direction to creative
direction at lululemon.
From a young age, his
influences ranged from
Dieter Rams, Aaron Draplin
and Peter Saville to Fred
Mortagne, Jeff Curtes and
Spike Jonze. Working in
varied industry roles, he
has affirmed his love for not
just the creative product,
but the creative process.
Leading a team of more
than 50 creatives and
overseeing brand and product
campaigns, Pat lives and
breathes the lululemon
people-first philosophy.

2019

RGD

Eric Pellerin
Head of Scenography and
Media Production, Canadian
Museum of History in Ottawa

Judging
Packaging, Print
& Other Work

Judging
Environmental & Promotions/
Campaigns Work
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Awards of
Distinction

RGD

2019

Ryerson University
Corus Entertainment Inc.
Herschel Supply Company (x2)
District School Board of Niagara
The Regional Municipality of York
Cactus Club Cafe
Drake Hotel Properties
Saskatchewan Polytechnic
PwC Canada
Capital One Canada
Conestoga Students Inc.
National Concrete Accessories
Bell Media Agency
Halifax Public Libraries
University of Calgary
Mountain Equipment Co-op
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Ryerson University
‘Ryerson at a Glance’

Objective
To create a publication highlighting the outstanding impact and accomplishments of
Ryerson University for key stakeholders, potential partners and prospective donors.
Design Solution
With key emphasis on an elevated photography style speaking to the university’s dynamism
and urbanity, the publication creates a narrative thread pointing to the ultimate mission of
Ryerson which is to make a real-world impact through city and community building. Beyond the
typical ‘at-a-glance’ style university publication, this book was designed to be both a source of
information and inspiration. The project set a new standard for photography at Ryerson and
led to the update of the brand photography guidelines.
Marketing Director
Jim Wentzell

Copywriter
Derek Flack

RGD

Principle Photography
Jesse Milns

Judge’s Pick
Like its new Student Learning Centre,
this Ryerson University publication is
built like an architectural multifaceted
gem. The stellar photography provides
the artistic structural support on
which the entire book rests. Each shot
is meticulously curated and provides
a human narrative that automatically
tells the reader what the story will be
about before even having to read one
word. The typography, overall graphic
grid and colour palette pull on all the
right strings and are integrated into
each spread with the right dose of
creativity and technical manoeuvring.
The true creative success here is that
the book highlights the vibrancy of
the Ryerson brand while showcasing
the dynamic optimism the institution
is pushing forward.

2019

Art Director
& Graphic Designer
Nik Firka

– Eric Pellerin
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Corus Entertainment Inc.
Corus Upfront Visual Identity

Objective
To create an identity package for the Corus Upfront media event “All Fired Up!.” It should
complement the existing Corus brand while looking fresh and unique.
Design Solution
To capture the idea of “fresh”, the design was inspired by the historical graffiti around the venue.
The fat felt marker-inspired handwriting tags, typography, fire iconography, dots, lines and
textures were used throughout all the materials. This combination of graphic elements with
a focused brand colour palette created a raw and fun backdrop for the corporate event.
Working with a limited budget and a large venue, the team focused on isolating sections of
the space and creating animation for the video wall.
Corus Entertainment Inc.
Creative Agency

2019

RGD

Judge’s Pick
The ‘All Fired Up!’ sub-brand development is a
successful extension of the parent brand, Corus.
The colour, type and illustration style choices relate
to the Corus brand, bringing a freshness and
energy that is somewhat unexpected while at the
same time feeling completely natural. It’s a smart
choice given this is a brand for an event, with many
high-impact opportunities to activate through
environmental graphics in the space. The illustration
collection works as a perfect backdrop considering
that parts of the design might be obstructed by
people standing in front. It’s not necessary to see
the full composition to appreciate the graphic system.
At the same time, there isn’t the monotony of a
repeating wallpaper pattern that typically goes
unnoticed. Also, the burning chart spot illustrations
are pretty awesome.
– Jessica Vitale RGD
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Herschel Supply Company
2018 Season Two Classics Catalogues

Design Solution
Hawaii’s landscapes and the idea of boundless exploration inspired a diverse line of products
for the season. The design challenge was to evoke the feeling of Hawaii in a fresh, interesting
and non-literal way. The use of aerial photography, Polynesian-inspired typography and a
foliage-inspired colour palette helped achieve this effect. To establish cohesion between seasons,
the catalogue incorporated imagery shot both locally and in Hawaii.
Art Director
Sung Lee
Designers
Jenny Shipper,
Andrea Husky
Creative Director
Jamie Cormack

RGD

Photography
Stephen Wilde

16

Editor
Frank Daniello

AWARDS OF DISTINCTION

Judge’s Pick
This project was tasteful and a clever
application of creative intent; it’s the
kind of piece that gets the consumer
to connect to the brand and not just
the product. It gave me an intimate
view of the product range and made
me feel as if I were actually inhabiting
the brand. The impactful photography
depicts the Hawaiian landscape and
natural beauty; it is an original yet
simple spin on the Hawaiian aesthetic
without overpowering the product
line-up. As a tool for both trade and
consumers, this execution shows that
trade tools can also be inspiring and
tell a story of the creative direction
for a brand’s specific collection.
Although this is a collection preview
lookbook for Herschel, the look and
feel of the catalogue makes you
want to discover and really makes
the Herschel product shine through
its storytelling.
– David Guarnieri

2019

Objective
To create a series of catalogues that highlight the feeling of discovery and travel,
while also creating a sales tool for local and international distributors and establishing
cohesion with catalogues from Season One.
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District School Board of Niagara
‘	Pride & Joy: Supporting LGBTQ+
Student Success 2019’
Objective
To create a resource for all school members who work with students at the District School Board
of Niagara to develop awareness and create a climate that is inclusive of LGBTQ+ students.
Design Solution
The design of the document celebrates the message of inclusion without relying on stereotypes
or overusing the rainbow flag iconography. Combining educational topics and corporate
branding, the document speaks to the subject matter and can still be read as part of the school
district. Many aspects of the document will be turned into standalone teaching tools, and the
document has been presented to the Ministry of Education to be showcased as a best practice
for school boards in Ontario.

RGD

2019

Designer
Vanessa Parson-Robbs RGD

Judge’s Pick
This was my top pick due to the importance of
the message and its impact on societal and cultural
change. Educating people on the concepts and
language of LGBTQ+ is new territory and this piece
makes a sincere effort to be friendly, informative,
respectful and relevant for the intended audience.
– Vishu Mahajan
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The Regional Municipality of York
‘	I Count’ Homeless Enumeration Campaign

Objective
To provide a large-scale communications campaign for York Region’s first official count of people
experiencing homelessness across the Region’s nine local towns and cities.
Design Solution
The campaign required three promotional streams: one aimed at encouraging participation,
one for recruiting citizen volunteers and one aimed at increasing awareness of what
homelessness looks like in York Region. Each component was approached separately to
target relevant audiences and tied together with a common look and feel. The campaign
reached more than 75,000 people on social media with messages of homeless awareness.
Videos depicting stories of homelessness in York Region were viewed over 116,000 times.

Judge’s Pick
This project is highly empathetic and
a great example of human-centered
design around a deeply stigmatized and
challenging issue. Bravo to the team for
avoiding the ‘one size fits all’ solution
for addressing each of the stakeholders.
Each video was gripping and, though
dramatized, felt authentic and impactful
in its intensity and simplicity.
– Grace Hwang
Judge’s Pick
What an incredible cause and effort.
I chose this project for the creativity
of the message and the way it
captures the reality of homelessness.
Simply beautiful.
– Evan Scronce

Manager
Nathalie Thivierge
Supervisor
Sonia Taurasi

Senior Graphic
Designers
Karen Marshall RGD,
Trinette Klein

2019

RGD

Communications
Advisors
Ben Sangster,
Hailey Russell

Graphic Designer
Alisha Crowe
Visual Media
Coordinators
Jesse Cappell,
Stefanie Petrilli
Corporate Social Media
Specialist
Melissa Pinto
Web Coordinator
Susan Sellers
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Cactus Club Cafe
‘Summer Haze’ Campaign

Objective
To embrace summer’s carefree feelings of escape, adventure and relaxation and reconnect friends
over fresh food and drinks on the Cactus Club Cafe patio.
Design Solution
The summer hazy heat wave is communicated in the campaign graphics through bold,
iconic shapes, colours and textures. A flexible graphic system was expanded into concurrent
promotional pieces to create a cohesive look and feel among all in-store and digital marketing
materials. The photography lighting and styling transports you to your favourite patio or beach
with an ice cold drink in your hand and large tropical trees swaying overhead. Cactus Club’s
Summer Haze campaign resulted in record breaking social engagement and has received
positive feedback among guests, staff and management.
Vice President,
Marketing
Ali Gardiner
Senior Creative Manager
Bev Turner

Graphic Designers
Steph Talbot,
Courtney Echlin
Photographer
Adam Chilton

2019

RGD

Senior Marketing Lead
Alisha Mills

Judge’s Pick
The fresh and playful
illustration style and
typography treatments
create a very fun and
welcoming feeling.
The bright, colourful
photography style
pairs really well with
the illustrations. I love
the application of the
creative system to items
such as coasters using,
engaging copy that
is relevant to customers
enjoying a hot or
cold drink.
– Shelley Gainer RGD
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Drake Hotel Properties
Drake Motor Inn Visual Identity

Objective
To create a compelling brand identity for Drake Hotel Properties’ newest Prince Edward County
destination, communicating the property’s ‘Mid-Century Americana’ character while maintaining
the quintessentially ‘Drake’ feel (high-low, evocative, artful).

Creative Director
Joyce Lo
Art Director
Kathy Grant

RGD

Graphic Designer
Amy Savidge
Photography
Michael Graydon,
Kayla Rocca,
Louisa Nicolaou
Graydon Harriott
Illustration
James Fisher
Signage
Ian Milne

Judge’s Pick
Drake Motor Inn stood out to me as
the best of the best. It is an extensive,
consistent, fun and beautiful execution
of a marketing need and creative
strategy with a strong design eye.
It feels consistent with the established
Drake aesthetic while differentiating
the look and feel in alignment with the
concept of the Inn. It is a successful
update of a “vintage” feeling that mixes
the best of the old and new elements,
and I loved the whimsical elements that
were engaging and fun. Great work!

2019

Design Solution
The team created an irreverent relationship between text and image, using some typefaces
from the overarching Drake style guide combined with new fonts to communicate the specific
character of the property. Pastel colours contrast darker, punchier shades to create an effect that
calls to mind sun-bleached nostalgia without feeling too soft. As the property renovation was
happening simultaneously with the design process, the team sourced vintage images that were
used in conjunction with typography and illustrations to represent the spirit of the property.

– Karuna Scheinfeld
Judge’s Pick
This system was thoughtfully considered
from start to finish. The design captures
a personality and story likely to resonate
with audiences seeking unique and
memorable experiences and who
have an appreciation for the details.
The system stays true to a simple idea
played out across everything from the
marketing communications, interior
space, hotel collateral and signage to
the clever self-service vending machine.
And the writing helps pull everything
together capturing the feeling of a
simpler time, one of roadtrips, small
towns, meaningful interactions and an
ideal place to get away from it all.
– Wade Convay

24
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PwC Canada
Camp PwC: Salesforce World Tour
Afterparty Experience

Objective
To provide background on the development of the post-secondary strategy, highlight current
success stories, and identify future implementation plans to incorporate the initiatives
organization-wide. The piece also needed to incorporate Indigenous languages historic to
the region (Cree, Denesuline, Nakawe, Dakota and Michif).

Objective
To build off the success of PwC’s Front Office Transformation positioning by extending the
theme of ‘adventure’ into a summer camp experience for the Salesforce World Tour Afterparty
event. The design needed to drive corporate messaging while creating a distinctive and
unique experience for clients.

Design Solution
The team created a substantial print piece to highlight the material which included a glow-inthe-dark dreamcatcher on the cover symbolizing the power of education, as well as interior
illustrative artwork by Cree artisan Kevin Pee-Ace. With the launch of this piece, Saskatchewan
Polytechnic is committing to further Indigenization of the institute which will include Indigenous
languages and appropriate representation on all collateral, including learning material.

Design Solution
Using pre-existing creative and a strong story, the team developed assets to immerse attendees
in a real ‘Camp’ vibe. The event package was also co-opted by PwC teams in the US and the
UK to deliver similar experiences at their own events, strengthening PwC Canada’s relationship
with other territories and positioning the Canadian marketing team as ‘ones to watch’ within
the global network.

Art/Creative Director
& Designer
Deborah Clague

Creative
& Design Lead
Kelly Nicoll

Photographer
David Stobbe

Marketing Lead
Candace Collins

Illustrator
Kevin Pee-Ace

Marketing Specialists
Anna Richards-Velinou,
Molly Williams

Project Manager
Brianna Bergeron
RGD

Event Services
& Procurement Lead
Magdalena Grzelak
Social Media Lead
Serge Leshchuk
Digital & Web Lead
Dirk Soeterik

Judge’s Pick
The Camp PwC
campaign has a strong
theme and creative
concept that is carried
throughout the numerous
collateral pieces.
I especially enjoyed
the tactile pieces like
the patches and photosimulated textures.
The combination of
illustrations and real
photography brought
depth and visually
exciting results.

2019

Saskatchewan Polytechnic
miyo wahkohtowin:
Indigenous Student Success Strategy

– Cris Jaw RGD

Business Lead
& Internal Client
Justin Wortley
Judge’s Pick
This project is an elegant design
solution that gives the document
substance with a clear, considered
layout, clever use of beautiful
photography and the important
integration of indigenous illustrations
and languages. I found the publication
informative, easy to digest and an
attractive document due to its creative
use of colour, considered balance
of photos and text, quotes and
illustrations. The design is not over
complicated and makes good use
of white space and colour balance.
The extra treatments on the cover,
including foil and embossing, are
enticing and respectful. Well done!
The elements of the core design, with
the inclusion of Indigenous languages
and appropriate representation, will
easily transfer to all future collateral.
– Gay Cross
26
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Capital One Canada
‘	Gift the Code’ Hackathon Branding

Objective
To create assets and support materials for Capital One Canada’s ‘Gift the Code’ Hackathon,
an event to help charities fulfill their tech needs by working with teams of coders, developers
and designers.
Design Solution
The team created inviting decor and warm branding to make sure participants had an enjoyable
and comfortable place to work during the event. To brand the space, the team created assets and
floor plans to execute creative placements, such as individual areas for speakers and breakout
sessions. The third year of the event saw more participants than ever before and provided tech
solutions for six charities, who made connections that they can continue to leverage going forward.
Executive Creative
Director
Michael MacVicar
Creative Director
Stephanie Forest
Art Director
Christine Waite RGD

2019

RGD

Graphic Designer
Rekha Patel
Copywriter
Lauren Bride
Editor
Andrea Grzybowski
Video Designer
Maggie Wong
Intent Owner
Jessica McGraw
Judge’s Pick
This project is an elegant and
sophisticated use of the brand’s
core elements of space, typography
and colour. It cleverly integrates
these elements so the branding,
environmental signage and swag
give the conference attendees a
visually engaging experience from
start to finish. The project demonstrates
originality and creativity through a
simple yet clever solution and creative
use of resources. Well done.
– Patrick White RGD
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Conestoga Students Inc.
‘Don’t Assume Yes’ Consent Awareness
Poster Series

National Concrete Accessories
On-Site Delivery Van Branding

Objective
To educate Conestoga students on the importance of consent in a way that is sensitive and relatable
to a diverse audience through the use of clear messaging and complementary illustrations.

Objective
To provide a van design that would serve as a marketing tool, creating a three-dimensional
rendering of the National Concrete Accessories Showroom and the products on its shelves.

Design Solution
The design uses illustrations to portray clear scenarios in a muted colour palette with pops
of bright green to highlight the key message. Special care was taken with the use of language
for the posters to best explain the narratives being depicted, which represent a diverse
range of gender, ethnicity and sexual orientation. The launch of the campaign coincides with
the time of year during which the College receives its largest student intake to reinforce the
importance of consent to the community at large.

Design Solution
To promote the brand and products that are offered at National Concrete Accessories branches,
the design of the van was approached as a mobile billboard. Each section of the shelves was
photographed separately and combined together using Photoshop to avoid distortion and
maintain visual integrity. The van is currently being used for several deliveries and it is considered
the “17th Branch” of National Concrete Accessories, which currently has 16 branches across Canada.

Designer & Illustrator
Carmen Fasan

Creative Concept
Rick Tibau RGD,
Marvin Ramsay

Copywriter
Justine Voll

RGD

2019

Art Direction,
Photography,
Graphic Design
& Pre-Press
Rick Tibau RGD

Judge’s Pick
The clever and clear messaging
supported with the flat illustrative style
really drives the point home. It’s clear
that a lot of thought went into this
piece, not only in what creative direction
to take but also in what language to
use. As this subject is important, the
clear and concise language and a clean
design all work together to communicate
the message quickly and efficiently.
This allows for quick consumption and
retention for the demographic.
– Ian Scott RGD
Judge’s Pick
The on-site delivery van hits all of
the criteria of creativity and strategy.
The design is very interesting and
I assume if I saw it on the street I would
take time to really look at it. I thought
it was a great execution on the problem
and also a great way to introduce
brand awareness for NCA.
– Jamie Myrold
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Bell Media Agency
Crave

Objective
To reinvent Crave as a ubiquitous, Canadian brand that can compete with major international
streaming services, switching the perception from a value-based service to a premium industry
leader by rebranding and re-launching an improved product.
Design Solution
An intuitive digital experience was created by restructuring Crave’s information architecture
and upgrading the user interface. The brand refresh is a reflection of the elevated, premium,
personalized experience of the product with a design system born from lines, minimalist typography
and a monochromatic blue colour scheme that is modular and interchangeable. Cross-functional
teams accomplished milestones to achieve this large-scale project leading up to the release of
the new app, the introduction of the rebrand and the switch to the new channel redesign.
SVP Agency, Brand,
Creative & Marketing
Jon Arklay
Director, Design & Brand
Geoff Lee

Creative Director,
Product Design & Brand
Ronald Ruiz

2019

RGD

Director, Marketing
Matthew Cowling

Creative Director,
Design & Motion
Mike Stanley
Branding
Ronald Ruiz, Nensi Gjoca
Logo
Ronald Ruiz, Mateen Dar
UI Designers
Mateen Dar,
Aaron Thadathil,
Ritesh Sethia
UX Designers
Ioana Contu
Designers
Nensi Gjoca,
Niko Papadimitriou,
Patience Lair, Ling Liu

Judge’s Pick
Absolutely stunning.
This is a huge step up
from Crave’s previous
branding and really
serves to elevate the
brand. The palette and
gradients are unique.
It meets the challenges
and more. Bravo!
– Amanda Parker

Motion Designers
Nicco Miranda,
Ameesha Earnshaw,
Maryam Mahdawiyan,
Travis Laidlaw,
Jason Allies
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Herschel Supply Company
‘The Journal’ Issue 10

Objective
To create a visual celebration of Herschel’s products and stories representing a growing community
of travelers and the ‘Well Travelled’ lifestyle essentials intended for continual discovery.
Design Solution
Through a photographic narrative, The Journal represents the seamless coexistence of tradition
and modernity on the Hawaiian Islands, visually celebrating the utopian archipelago and the
products it inspired. Issue 10 of The Journal was produced as large format newsprint instead of
a printed bound magazine to better indicate to consumers that it is a free publication. It effectively
presents the brand ethos and highlights the organization’s appreciation for travel and exploration.

Creative Director
Sung Lee
Designers
Andrea Husky,
Jenny Shipper

Judge’s Pick
In a time where our attention span
is measured in clicks and scrolls,
it’s refreshing to see a brand that
understands that not all mediums
need to be reactive or responsive.
As a brand with an ethos revolving
around travel and taking the time to
appreciate the more meaningful
moments in life, the Herschel team
has done a great job of considering
how the choice of ‘medium’ helps to
evoke and amplify their message.
The format of the piece allows you
to sit, digest and connect with the
brand at a slower, more deliberate
pace. It also doesn’t feel commercial
or product driven, which creates
a more authentic connection with
the brand’s values. The overall
aesthetic is clean and minimal,
bringing together modern type and
design elements with tasteful, FOMOinducing imagery in a considered
layout with ample negative space,
providing room for the photography
to breathe. Overall, a solid piece!
– Pat Young

Photographer
Stephen Wilde

2019

RGD

Editor
Frank Daniello
Contributors
Jules Gayton,
Dane Collison,
Laura Austin,
EmmaRose Nelson
Production
Marta Sanderson,
Allison Butula
Stylist
Mila Franovic
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University of Calgary
‘We Are UCalgary’ Video

Objective
To increase visibility and celebrate African Nova Scotian history at the Halifax Central Library
and across the Library system.

Objective
To create a brand marketing video as part of an overarching positioning toolkit for the
University of Calgary, providing a ‘first-touch’ visual and emotive overview of the university
and its points of distinction.

Design Solution
A timeline of significant events was designed to educate the public on the achievements and
contributions of African Nova Scotians starting at the year 1605 and continuing to Present Day,
with research compiled by African Nova Scotian community members. The inclusion of both
photos and graphics in the design helped bring the subject matter to life and the display was
adapted into a printed takeaway available across all 14 libraries.

Design Solution
To capture UCalgary’s bold, youthful and vibrant spirit, inspire pride within the community and
drive engagement with the University, the team created a story around five of the institution’s
key attributes: Curiosity, Discovery, Creativity, Community and Energy. The cadence of the video
was customized to create a quirky and energetic vibe and inspiring images were chosen to
communicate the breadth of experiences at the university. Using existing video footage from the
university’s homepage, the video uses dynamic, punchy cuts and playful animation to set the tone.

Creative Lead
John Thomson

Creative Director
Vishu Mahajan

Graphic Designer
Ashley Radisic

Videographer
Eric Gonzalez

Manager, Marketing
& Communications
Janine Basha

Copywriter
Mike MacKinnon
Illustrator
Jarett Sitter

RGD

Marketing Specialist
Colleen Fraser

Judge’s Pick
The UCalgary video has
the perfect combination
of graphics and footage.
The music is punchy and
upbeat which makes it
very engaging from start
to finish. It gives a real
glimpse of what it’s like to
be a student at UCalgary
in 45 seconds. If I was a
student I would be very
proud to be a member of
that community!

2019

Halifax Public Libraries
African Heritage Month Timeline

– Donna Graffi-Smith RGD

Judge’s Pick
The African Heritage Month Timeline is a noteworthy piece of visual
communication. It beautifully combines content and imagery
from differing sources in a cohesive and visually appealing format
while remaining simple and informative. The typography honours
the subject matter and is elegant and understated. The piece also
integrates aspects of the Halifax Public Library’s branding in a subtle
and appropriate manner. Those elements, combined with its
production method and the consideration of the environment in
which it was installed, make it a perfect example of effective,
compelling in-house design.
– Chris Govias
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Mountain Equipment Coop
‘See Yourself Outside’ Video

Objective
To kickstart conversations around MEC’s diversity and inclusion initiative with a video announcing
significant change throughout the organization.
Design Solution
The video challenges the viewer’s perception of indoors and outdoors, breaking down walls to
tell the whole story and showcase people of colour living active lifestyles without tokenizing
specific activities or moments. The video was timed prior to the holiday season to avoid hitting
an oversaturated market and ensure that the message would receive the attention it deserves.
The team continues to receive feedback from members about their excitement at seeing
representation and inclusion in the outdoor industry.
Writer/Director
Laurence Warriner
Producer
Jaime Jacquard-Sowa
Brand Director
Ryan McKee

2019

RGD

Judge’s Pick
This is a timely project that highlights
one human’s story in a ‘humanscentered’ approach to impactful
communication design. The simple
message of inclusion is multi-faceted,
recognizing people of colour, women
and outdoors-people who contribute
to the massive outdoor recreation
industry. The video highlights a
business opportunity and invites the
audience to engage in a broader
conversation about changing social
norms, gradually planting the seed
towards movement-building. It touches
both the head and the soul, apropos
of the content itself — the magic of the
great outdoors. This duality is evident
throughout the video. The images of
technology and urban landscape vs
the forest and trails; the images of the
current mono-culture marketing vs the
reality of the polychromatic outdoor
recreation market. The abruptness to
which these elements are introduced
well serves the tension that is the basis
for this important work. I have so much
respect for Judith Kasiama and her
courage to recognize and challenge
the norm. Bravo to MEC for reaching
out and seizing the opportunity to
help the world see and act differently.
“See Yourself Outside” is the type
of storytelling and purpose-driven
communication that showcases the
incredible power of design.
– Grace Hwang
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2019

RGD

Ryerson University (x2)
Canadian Museum of History (x2)
PwC Canada
Mindbridge Analytics Inc.
Beau’s Brewing Co.
Pilot Coffee Roasters
Deloitte Canada
Ferris Wheel Press
Halifax Public Libraries
Quadrangle
Capital One Canada
CBC
Bruce Power
Ecobee
Art Gallery of Ontario (x2)
Canadian Credit Union Association
Government of the Northwest Territories
Vidyard
Canopy Growth Corporation
Cambrian Solutions
Canada Life Insurance
TRIUMF
Legal Services Society
York University
G Adventures
WE Charity
University of Toronto
Slice Labs Inc.
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Ryerson University
Reputation Campaign

Objective
To position Ryerson as a leader in urban-focused research and attract potential partners
and funding opportunities through an integrated national advertising campaign targeting
decision-makers in high levels of industry and government.
Design Solution
Creative executions spanned video, digital, print and outdoor platforms, revolving around the
concept of a pivot in which an ominous future is replaced by a more positive outcome that has
been advanced by Ryerson research. Focusing on the city impact rather than the act of research
made it possible for the campaign to showcase Ryserson in a relevant way and stand out from
other post-secondary education advertising. The campaign has successfully driven website
traffic and online engagement with significant performance increases over previous campaigns.
Marketing Director
Jim Wentzell
Creative Director
Derek Flack
Art Director
& Graphic Designer
Nik Firka

RGD

2019

Project Lead
Melissa Dukovcic
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PwC Canada
2019 Vision to Reality Awards

Objective
To correct misconceptions about Neanderthals, explain the history of misinterpretations
following the discovery of “fossil men” and ultimately to surprise visitors by inviting them to
consider another understanding of humanity.

Objective
To represent members of PwC’s growing V2R Community of forward-thinking organizations
through a year-round, multi-phased campaign, culminating in an Awards event.
Design Solution
The concept is comprised of multiple patterns, each designed to best represent each member
of the V2R community. The main and alt patterns depict individuals finding like-minded peers
and separating from the pack, with the triangle motif in the main pattern carried throughout the
campaign. The look and feel was adjusted during the design process to align with a companywide rebrand, shifting from a photography-focused approach to a pattern-focused direction.

Design Solution
To clarify the relationship between myths and facts, the design team used two distinct
scenographic strategies to depict the information: the first employs a refined look and feel
with one accent colour and the other uses a more playful approach involving geometric
graphics and a multitude of colour accents. Antechambers create key moments that allow
visitors to connect with the content, punctuating the path and reducing ‘museum fatigue.’
Head of Scenography
& Media Productions
Eric Pellerin

Creative
& Design Lead
Corey Lewis

Scenographer
Valérie Wagner

Additional Design
& Production
Kelly Nicoll,
Matt MacEwing

Graphic Designer
Stéphane Breton

RGD

Media Producer
Dave Deevey
Creative Development
Specialist
Jean-François Léger
Curator
Janet Young
Exhibition Project
Manager
Sophie Doucet
Photographer
Janet Kimber

Marketing Lead
Mitchell Reisler,
Bonnie Mouck
2019

Canadian Museum of History
Neanderthal Exhibition

Marketing Specialist
Andrea Susac
Digital/Web Lead
Dirk Soeterik
Editorial Lead/
Copywriter
André Voshart
Social Media Lead
Serge Leshchuk
Video Producer
Joe Simone,
Douglas Peretz
Meeting & Events
Services Lead
Victoria Luciani
Business Lead/
Internal Client
Chris Dulny
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Mindbridge Analytics Inc.
IMPACT AI Conference
2019 Cross-Media Campaign

Beau’s Brewing Co.
Beau’s Core Lineup Packaging — Summer 2019

Objective
To draw awareness of the IMPACT AI Conference among senior business leaders, government
officials and passionate AI enthusiasts, and fight against the cold and intimidating visuals of
computers to communicate the emotional connection between humans and AI.

Objective
To transition Beau’s core lineup from bottles to cans as the primary consumer format in response
to demand and introduce more unified branding to stand out in a crowded retail market.
Design Solution
To transition from paper bottle labels to the very different template of a 473 mL metallic can,
the design team had to prioritize the branding while still setting aside plenty of real-estate
for the creative illustration that Beau’s is known for. The design employs brand blocking on
cardboard trays and uses bright colours with bold graphics to unify the products on the shelf.
A successful summer marketing campaign titled ‘Come Together’ launched the core lineup
and also helped successfully launch three new brands by attaching them in concept to the
existing lineup. Retail sales have seen a lift that can be partly attributed to the updated design.

Design Solution
The design team used an inviting colour palette with fresh, digitally-centric typography to make
the topic of AI feel less intimidating. Over four dozen custom illustrative scenes communicate
the different ways that AI can improve people’s lives. Lineal visuals with punches of solid colours
and contemporary music created an optimistic tone. Wayfinding on the day of the event was
also customized to fit with the established design. IMPACT AI 2019 sold out tickets, including
expanded seating beyond the original allotment.
Lead & Digital Designer
Stephanie Picolli

Creative Director
Jordan Bamforth RGD

Secondary Designer
Jennifer Van De Vooren

Art Director
Mike Haddad

Senior Copywriter
& Social Media
Roy Sarkar

Graphic Designers
Edward Zucca,
Denis Routhier

RGD

2019

Photographer
Marc Doucette
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Pilot Coffee Roasters
Branding and Packaging

Deloitte Canada
175 Campaign — “The infinite organization:
Realizing lasting success”

Objective
To align all branded collateral with Pilot’s philosophy, focusing on quality and consistency
and taking inspiration from the premium, modern aesthetic of the Pilot Coffee Roasters
retail cafe spaces.

Objective
To create a unique, memorable, multichannel campaign examining the future of Canadian
business and thought leadership while remaining consistent within the Deloitte brand.
Design Solution
The design team commissioned custom illustration to hold the concept together across all
platforms. The infinity symbol around the city represents companies with enduring success
and continued evolution. Working with the internal client to interpret source material, the
team was able to capture the life cycle of a business with intuitive, easy to understand graphics.
The campaign was released with external, digital and internal captivations including: report,
brochure, website, video, environmental graphics, UpExpress Union Station captivation, app,
social media ads and internal communications.

Design Solution
The Pilot Coffee Roasters brand embodies its key attributes of precision, innovation and quality.
Strong primary colours, bold typography and geometric patterns give the brand a memorable
presence. All branded materials including packaging, merchandise, training documents,
digital promotions and retail fit-outs follow this aesthetic.

Creative Director
Michelle Wilkin RGD

Art Director
Donna Graffi-Smith RGD
Graphic Designers
Josh Manduck,
Sri Charan Sappa,
Yuka Seiriki,
Laura Tuttle
Senior Producer
Maurizio Chen
2019

RGD

Producer
Cameron Peters
Illustrators
Kevin Howdeshell,
Kristen Howdeshell,
The Brave Union
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Halifax Public Libraries
Engagement Materials 2019

Objective
To launch a new line of fountain pen inks that would support the retail stationery company’s
mission of inspiring creativity and encouraging the appreciation of objects as cherished
keepsakes, counteracting today’s ‘disposable culture.’

Objective
To raise awareness and promote the Library as a place for everyone, while reinforcing the Halifax
Public Libraries brand and highlighting key messaging.
Design Solution
A series of sandwich-board inserts and stickers were created to be handed out as giveaway
prizes at local gatherings to help draw in community members to Library pop-up events. With
the Halifax Public Libraries brand, the challenge is always to find interesting ways to express
it with consistency while allowing uniqueness and individuality to shine through. Creating ‘pixel’
art with the brand squares from the logo helps highlight the Library’s offerings and priorities in
an interesting and creative way. Both the stickers and sandwich-boards were inexpensive to
produce and can be reused for future promotional opportunities.

President & CEO
Raymond Yu

Creative Lead
John Thomson

Art Director & Principal
Deborah Lau-Yu

Graphic Designer
Ashley Radisic

Art Director
& Brand Manager
Jimmy Yu

Manager Marketing
& Communications
Janine Basha

Graphic Designers
Christopher Reid,
Susan Wang,
Yvonne Qiao

Marketing Specialist
Colleen Fraser

RGD

Design Solution
The capsule designs perfectly convey the personality of each of the nine inks, bringing them
to life in fantastical scenes that reinforce the brand story of Ferris Wheel Press. ‘Easter-egg’
elements are incorporated to reward those who take time to admire the finished product,
providing moments of discovery. The canister is designed to be re-purposed as a desktop
pen holder, and each bottle includes a velvet travel pouch for writers on the go.
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Capital One Canada
Capital One Digital for Good™ Summit Branding

Objective
To create a brand based on the concept of human-centred design with a focus on environments
that promote inclusion, well-being and community.

Objective
To design an event to help Canadian charities and non-profit organizations embrace and
implement technology, supporting a robust agenda of engaging speakers and breakout sessions
for an overall experience usually found at expensive tech conferences.

Design Solution
The team identified key characteristics to guide the creation of the new brand: Dynamic, Humble
and Playful. To embody these descriptors, the design incorporates strong contrast and heavily
weighted sans-serif fonts; simple iconography, rounded shapes and minimalist icons; and bright
colour combinations and quirky geometries. The logo represents the connection between an
environment and its users. The graphics specialist worked with in-house accessibility consultants
and IT team members to ensure compatibility with screen readers, best practice alt text usage,
appropriate colour contrasts and font types, and other important accessibility considerations.
Art Director
& Graphic Designer:
Catherine Ryan
Provisional RGD
Writer & Editor:
Julia Gilbert

RGD

Photographer:
Catherine Ryan
Provisional RGD

Design Solution
With most of the budget devoted to finding inspiring speakers, assets to decorate the large
venue had to be created with limited resources. Careful planning and creative placement
of furniture and signage helped effectively brand the space and make efficient use of individual
areas for speakers and breakout sessions to provide guests with a great experience. The overall
effect helped Capital One reinforce its position as an innovative fintech organization committed
to helping charities feel understood and better equipped to take on digital challenges.
Executive
Creative Director
Michael MacVicar
Creative Director
Stephanie Forest
Art Director
Christine Waite RGD
Graphic Designer
Rekha Patel
2019

Quadrangle
‘Human Space’ Branding

Copywriter
Lauren Bride
Editor
Andrea Grzybowski
Video Designer
Warren Nowosad
Intent Owner
Jessica McGraw
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CBC
CBC Docs Brand Takeover

Executive Director,
Communications,
Marketing,
Brand & Research
Bonnie Brownlee

Bruce Power
Nuclear Innovation Institute Identity

Objective
To raise brand awareness of CBC Docs and drive digital streams to CBC Gem at the 2019
Hot Docs Festival.

Objective
To create an identity and related collateral for the newly formed Nuclear Innovation Institute (NII),
a community hub promoting collaboration and continuous learning in the nuclear industry.

Design Solution
The team created a traffic-stopping brand takeover of the Isabel Bader Theatre, a key Hot Docs
Festival venue. The takeover included interior and exterior branding with an accompanying
ice cream truck. Collateral assets such as pins, postcards and brochures were also distributed
during the event. The takeover was successful in driving impressions, one on one interactions
and downloads of the CBC Gem app, in addition to traffic to the CBC Gem Docs homepage
and video views of the documentary channel streams.

Design Solution
The colourful triangle mosaic symbolizes different areas of expertise coming together to collaborate,
while the arrows represent movement and the free flow of ideas. The vibrant colour palette and
triangle shapes are applied across NII collateral such as brochures, trade show booths, swag
and social media platforms. The final identity captures the qualities of imagination and inspiration
that the NII embodies. The multi-coloured logo was well received and seen as a breath of fresh air
in an industry that is trying to attract more young people.
Graphic Designer
Kathleen Scott RGD

Senior Creative Director
Munro Cullen

2019

RGD

Head of Creative
& Production Services
Jennifer Haskett
Director of Marketing,
News, Radio/Audio, Docs
Maya Kane
Marketing Strategy
Manager
Jennifer Lipishan-Gorr
Senior Communications
Officer
Stephanie Hynes
Communications Officer
Joyce Wu
Creative Manager
Jayson Chan
Art Director
Nitin Fernandes
Copywriter
Ceara Scullion
Producer,
Content Marketing
Michael Proudfoot
Resource Lead
Jason Mulcahy
Production Coordinator
Stefanie Macchiusi
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Canadian Museum of History
‘	Death in the Ice: The Mystery of
the Franklin Expedition’

Ecobee
SmartThermostat Packaging Design

Objective
To curate a comprehensive account of The Franklin Expedition, which is considered one of the
greatest mysteries of the modern era.

Objective
To update ecobee’s approach to packaging in response to customer journey mapping research,
placing more emphasis on post-purchase user experience, brand reinforcement and reduction of
the environmental footprint.

Design Solution
The Canadian Museum of History (CMH) developed partnerships with key stakeholders and
secured loans of significant artefacts. To structure the narrative and hold visitor attention, the
‘chapters’ of the story were presented in different settings, moving the visitor from the vast
Arctic to Victorian London to forensic labs to underwater shipwrecks. Large images provide
immediate cues to the time period using oil paintings, daguerreotypes and illustrations for
pre-twentieth century settings and colour photographs for contemporary scenes. Over 115,000
visitors saw the exhibition at the CMH, exceeding forecasted attendance by over 20 per cent.
Head of Scenography
& Media Productions
Eric Pellerin
Scenographer
Kerry McMaster
Graphic Designer
Stéphane Breton

Design Solution
The team used this packaging update as an opportunity to evolve the existing brand look and feel,
while also retaining consistency with existing brand assets. A minimalist, stylized representation
of the product on the front panel reinforces the product’s distinct ‘squircle’ ID. The uncoated
paper combined with iridescent foil accents juxtapose the almost-magic features of the product
with a more refined, domestic tone. The refined packaging system was very well received and the
updated icons, colours and other design elements have been adopted across ecobee’s campaigns.
Designer
Mike Withers
Copywriter
Josh Davidson
Industrial Design
& Production
Uneka

2019

RGD

Media Producer
Dave Deevey
Creative Development
Specialist
Claire Champ
Curator
Karen Ryan
Exhibition
Project Manager
Danielle Goyer
Photographer
Janet Kimber
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Art Gallery of Ontario
‘	Impressionism in the Age of Industry’
Exhibition

Exhibition/3D Designer
Katy Chex
Curator
Caroline Shields

RGD

Curatorial Research
Assistant
Caroline Mensing

Objective
To showcase the work of European artists of the late 19th century and their representation of
the modernity of industry and technology, from laundresses in the basements of Paris to rural
labourers in fields.

Objective
To redesign Ryerson’s main marketing and recruitment tool to better resonate with an audience
of high school students through lively, engaging and impactful content and ultimately increase
the number of high calibre applications.

Design Solution
The artists featured in this exhibition observed men and women at work and painted those
individuals into history, prying open its often-told story to uncover a broader, more complicated
and grittier view. The exhibition graphics were designed to echo this grittiness and the robustness
of industry and to highlight travel, which was possible by the steam engine and rail lines that
were being built from the city into the countryside. Designed brochures at the entrance are
presented as a roadmap, providing information about the times through the artwork.

Design Solution
Illustration and photography played an integral role in elevating the benefits of living and
studying in the heart of the most dynamic city in Canada. The new handbook design also inspired
updates to additional collateral to improve brand consistency across all student recruitment
channels. Ryerson has seen an increase in online traffic and in the number of applications
received since the launch of the new materials.
Art Director
& Graphic Designer
Nik Firka
Project Lead
Janet Jardine
Illustrator
Tom Froese

2019

Graphic Designer
Marilyn Bouma RGD

Ryerson University
2019 Undergraduate Admissions Handbook

Interpretive Planners
Gillian McIntyre,
Laura Robb
Project Manager
Laura Comerford
Production Manager
Malene Hjorngaard
Photography
Dean Tomlinson
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Canadian Credit Union Association
‘Different By Design’ Conference Branding

Government of the Northwest Territories
Visual Identity Program

Objective
To design an inspiring conference brand for the Canadian Credit Union Association’s
annual event, offering workshops, presentations and networking opportunities.

Objective
To address recommendations from the Government of the Northwest Territories’ review of their
corporate identity that called for a unified look, enhanced language requirements and updates to
facilitate modern applications of the brand.

Design Solution
The theme ‘Different By Design’ celebrates the proud history of credit unions in Canada and
the difference they make to their members and in their communities. Under this theme, the
team created a simple visual identity using the X as a key visual element in playful colours and
at various scales and patterns. The team also used large-scale signage and floor decals to help
attendees easily navigate through multiple floors. Strategic planning, collaboration and careful
budgeting made it possible to execute the largest event in CCUA’s history and position CCUA
as a market leader within the Canadian credit union industry.
Art Director
Janine Pierre
Manager, Conferences
& Events
Suzanne Burnie

Design Solution
It was important for the visual identity to represent the spirit of the North’s rich and diverse
cultures and tell a compelling, forward-thinking story. The update retains the polar bear symbol
as a strong visual identifier which is now supported by GNWT wordmarks and the curve-inmotion. Careful planning, research, coordination and support from other internal departments
has helped create a continuous brand experience through all collateral effectively conveying
the theme of “one government, one voice.”
Graphic Designers
Adele Bisaillon,
Shawn Savoie
Project Coordinator
Leslie Straker

Project Coordinator
Samantha Smyth

2019

RGD

Graphic Designers
Kelly Nguyen,
Jessica Yao

Event & Division
Coordinator
Meaghan Wiemer
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Objective
To create a design for Vidyard’s off-site strategy event reflecting the themes of simplification and
alignment and explore potential future applications of the design system for internal events.

Objective
To tackle the stigma and misconceptions surrounding cannabis in Canada, building brand
excitement, loyalty and engagement online and in 19+ cinema venues.

Design Solution
The kick-off event addressed the fiscal 2020 calendar year, which inspired the ‘Focus 20/20’
optical theme of the event. Research and initial exploration of the theme led to a serious, dark
yet punchy concept that suited the concept and the industrial space where the event would
take place. Design deliverables included the event logo, slide layouts, swag, posters, hype videos
and lanyards, which were created in tandem to ensure consistency. Internal feedback was
overwhelmingly positive, paving the way for future internal events to hold to the same standard.

Design Solution
The team created a series of videos taking viewers on a ‘behind the scenes’ tour. Production
included a three-week, cross-country shoot, conducting interviews with 30 people in different
locations and post-production finesse to knit together narratives and messaging that enhanced
the brand story. As Health Canada regulations prevent cannabis producers from featuring
people, characters, or promotional messages in advertising and online content, the videos of
employees speaking about their work provided an opportunity to showcase Tweed’s history,
culture and products, providing an insider’s point of view on the operation and community.

Creative Director
Raj Sidhu RGD

Writer
Marcus Kaulback

Designer
Anneliese Alonso

Art Director
Jessica Hay

Video Production/
Animation
Blake Smith,
Mathew King

Video Producer
Dan Wallace

Coordinator
Laura Flatt
Strategy/Content
Michael Litt,
Devon Galloway,
Vidyard Executive Team
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Canopy Growth Corporation
‘Inside Tweed’ Video Series
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Creative Director
Joanne Gallop
Videography
& Post Production
i/o Studio (Montreal)

2019

RGD

Vidyard
‘Focus 20/20’ Vidyard Company Kickoff Event

Intro/Outro Music
Jeff Moberg (External)
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Objective
To showcase the variety of value-added ingredients that Cambrian offers with an eye-catching
guide highlighting the wide range of unique benefits and functionalities.

Objective
To inspire awe and wonder for visitors exploring cabinets and curiosities from Guillermo del
Toro’s collections and capture the ‘fairy tale’ feeling at the root of his work.

Design Solution
To reflect the significance of product look and feel within the Personal Care industry, the
catalogue uses texture as a key element of the design with swatches and smudges of creams,
concealers, clays and waxes. The tactile element on the page mimics how consumers often try
products on the backs of their hands. On the cover, chemical formulas overlaid over natural,
botanical ingredients represent the intersection of science and nature in the ingredients.
The catalogue was very well received and Cambrian sales representatives use the booklet on
a weekly basis when introducing themselves and the company to prospective customers.

Design Solution
Through the use of wall colours, textures, rugs, custom-designed wall paper wainscotting and
photo murals, the team created an intimate atmosphere in a large gallery space. The exhibit
also took into consideration accessibility, various learning styles and audience participation with
legible labels and panels, videos discussing Guillermo del Toro’s collection in his own words, an
audio guide and drawing station exercises. By recreating the atmosphere of del Toro’s home,
called ‘Bleak House,’ the team brought this collection to life for visitors. A comic book wall was
created using actual comic books to highlight the obsessive tendencies of such a collection.

Marketing Manager
Sarah Burgess

Curator
Jim Shedden

Designer
Alyson von Massow
Provisional RGD

Designer
Aleksandra
Grzywaczewska

Strategy/Content
Amelia Walker,
Shadan Rahman,
Nicolas Munoz,
Kippy Partridge,
Diana Franco

Production
Malene Hjorngaard

Photography
Various
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Art Gallery of Ontario
‘	Guillermo del Toro: At Home with Monsters’
Exhibit
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Vinyl Production
Screen Art Digital
2019

RGD

Cambrian Solutions
Personal Care Ingredients Catalogue

Exhibition Layout
Katy Chey
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TRIUMF
Five-Year Plan

Objective
To update a series of videos about GroupNet, a mobile-friendly website for Great-West Life Plan
Members providing information about benefits, including coverage, balances and claim history.

Objective
To present a blueprint that defines TRIUMF’s vision and mission, communicates the lab’s goals
and strategies, and lays out an action plan that inspires confidence and pride in Canadian
scientific excellence, while also reflecting the new TRIUMF brand.

Design Solution
The team rebuilt the video series using modern character designs, clean illustrated environments
and relatable situations with conversational voice-overs. The character design was created
based on stakeholder feedback to be more realistic, expressive and relatable. Simple shapes,
subtle shadows and bold, branded colours make the design unique. The new videos deliver
a consistent experience across multiple member touch points and the style can be easily
replicated and adapted to endless storylines across the Great-West Life brand.
Client
Great-West Life

Editor in Chief
Reiner Kruecken

Art Director
Megan Foerster

Creative Director
Lisa Lambert

Motion Designer
Jordan Gosselin,
Brandon Grail

Art Director
Diana Castaneda

Script
Jay Schmidt
RGD

Design Solution
Content was presented in two documents: a Strategic Plan and an Implementation Plan.
A bold visual approach makes the layout intriguing, approachable and easy to navigate.
Diagrams, photographs and typography allow users to explore the documents at their own
pace and desired degree of engagement. The document played a critical role in securing
a historic level of funding from the Government of Canada in Federal Budget 2019.

Voiceover
Jesse Adams,
David Gagnon
Music
Connor Grail

Content & Production
Team
Jesse Abney,
Angie Amlani,
Jacob Berkowitz,
Claudia Lau, Sean Lee,
Melva McLean,
Ian O’Neill, Carla Rodrigo,
Stu Shepherd,
Clare Walker

2019

Canada Life
GroupNet Series Redesign

Contributing Designers
Aaron Campbell,
Maria De La Guardia,
Miguel Molina, Shirley Wu
Contributing
Photographers
Sean Birch,
Kirk Chantraine,
Trisha Dickins, Rick Etkin,
Paul Joseph, Billy Kwok,
Roy Langstaff,
Soleil Lapierre,
Matthias Le Dall,
Justin Lee, Michael Levy,
Jon McRae, Cam Pearson,
Suzanna Rushton
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Legal Services Society
‘How to Appeal Your Conviction’
& ‘How to Appeal Your Sentence’ Booklets

York University
School of the Arts, Media, Design
& Performance — Programs of Study Book

Objective
To revise existing resources to make dry and intimidating subject matter more accessible to
an audience of people in jail through bright, attractive and easy-to-follow design updates.

Objective
To create recruitment material to help distinguish each of the seven unique departments within
the School of the Arts, Media, Performance and Design while also weaving them together into
one cohesive fabric.

Design Solution
The infographic feel of the pullout flowchart at the beginning is carried throughout the booklet,
which is designed with a modern “digital” vibe. Increased emphasis on the visual elements of the
design was achieved through the addition of tables with bold step lettering, distinctive icons for
easy identification of the different courts and creative callouts of instructions on sample forms.
Margins were widened and font was enlarged overall to improve readability. The project was
more than a year in the making, involving input from the courts, government, prosecutors, legal
workers in the field and individuals in the system.
Content
Legal Services Society,
Community & Publishing
Services
Editor
Grace Yaginuma

Design Solution
A unique set of abstract patterns and colours was created and applied to the inside title pages of
the book, speaking to the unique language of each department. Compiled together on the cover
page, the patterns encompass the stories of all seven departments. In York University’s effort
toward sustainable printing practices, the book was printed on 100% post-consumer uncoated
paper. The book was well received by prospective students and parents, and the faculty were
happy to receive their own unique sets of marketing collateral.
Creative Direction,
Art Direction & Design
Neshantheny Kumana
Editors
Robin K. Fribance,
Amy Stewart

Legal Reviewer
Chris Darnay (External)

2019

RGD

Designer
Ana Agner

Development
Coordinator
Patricia Lim
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WE Charity
Mother’s Day Campaign

Objective
To market a new product line to a brand new audience of families looking to explore the world
and travel together.

Objective
To create an emotionally engaging, content-driven campaign to drive sales of ME to WE Mother’s
Day products with a female audience, with a minimum of 50% of proceeds directly supporting
the work of WE Charity in developing countries around the world.

Design Solution
The cross-media launch campaign included digital display ads, video content and a direct mail
activity book recognizing similarities across different types of families around the world and
speaking to how travel can help families connect with each other. The brand experience
reflected the excitement, fun and connections offered within the trips. To speak to both adults
and a younger audience, the design uses creative solutions to delineate different messages
while maintaining a cohesive tone and style. The campaign has been successful in generating
online impressions, contest entries and generated leads.
Creative Director
Dave Daga
Associate Creative
Director
Kyle Jordan
Lead Art Director
Ashley Luppe

RGD

Art Director/Designer
Amy Flores
Lead Copywriter
Warren Haas
Videography
& Production
Sofia Lane, Sean Deakin,
Lee Thomas
Photography
Oana Dragan

Design Solution
In Kenya, the word, “Mama” is a sign of respect. This campaign renamed ‘Mother’s Day’ as
‘Mama’s Day,’ elevating the term ‘Mama’ to mean ‘next-level mothering’ and reclaiming this
annual event on WE’s terms. The team mined the organization’s library of stories to profile
the incredible Mamas WE works with around the world, using strong, slightly cheeky copy to
demonstrate that these women aren’t just mothers; they’re community leaders, role models,
entrepreneurs and protectors.
Head Creative,
Design & Video
Marta Cutler
Director of Design
Lisa McCoy
Designers
Melanie Runghen,
Simone Hummel
Writer
Megan Harris

2019

G Adventures
‘	National Geographic Family Journeys:
Travel Style’ Launch Campaign

Multi-Media Designer
Simone Hummel
Editor
Wanda O’Brian
Product Photography
Stacy Vazquez-Abrams

Producer
Shereen Mroueh
Account Manager
Hayley Blackmore
Brand Manager
Amanda Dunning
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Slice Labs Inc.
Corporate Brand Book

Objective
To communicate the breadth of the University’s impact and thank the donors, volunteers,
alumni and friends who contributed to the success of the Boundless campaign.

Objective
To harness and direct the efforts of team members within a fast-growing insurtech start-up with
the goal of creating a consistent, cohesive brand message.

Design Solution
A newly-designed webpage re-introduces the mission and achievements of the Boundless
campaign, showcasing five key areas of impact supported with stats, custom iconography,
donor quotes and supporting video content. The team combed through the Boundless
campaign’s history to distill thousands of scholarships, infrastructure projects, research initiatives
and more into 45 stories that best exemplify its impact. Since the roll-out, the campaign has
generated 40 million digital impressions and attracted more than 300,000 website visitors,
successfully driving engagement among students, faculty, staff, alumni and donors.

Design Solution
Working with the leadership team, floating threads of information were knitted together into
a brand book documenting everything ‘Slice;’ the playful tone, look and feel, foundational pillars,
etc. The book is included in Slice’s new employee welcome package to assist new team members
and help them add their ideas to the Slide Brand. It is also referenced and shared with customers
to help tell the company story and welcome them into the process of how Slice products are built.
More information on the Slice Brand can be found at www.slice.is.

AVP, Brand Strategy
& Integrated Marketing
Tanya Kreinin

Creative Team
Shailyn Bruining RGD,
Holly Kurtz

Creative Team
Caley Tessier,
Scott Baker,
Richard Whittall,
Matthew Volpe,
Jonathan Leitch,
Chuck Chan

VP Marketing
Emily Mertz Kosick

Client Relations
Rachel Chochinov,
Kim Finn

2019

RGD

University of Toronto
Boundless Campaign Transition

Digital Team
Melissa Pang,
Kimberly Lyn,
Gary Bhanot,
Emma Nguyen
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Sponsored
Awards
Domtar Award for Innovative Use of Paper
UofTMed Magazine
Award for Creative Use of .Design Domain
babyTEL Inc
Category 5 Award for Branding/Large Format Innovation

RGD

2019

IBI Group
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Domtar Award for Innovative Use of Paper
UofTMed Magazine: ‘The Art of Dying’
& ‘The Sex Issue’
Objective
To create eye-catching design that entices busy professional alumni to engage with the magazine,
growing affinity and pride in U of T Medicine.

Objective
To create a way for people to bookmark passages of any web content from their mobile phones
and create shareable quotes.

Design Solution
A direct question or simple statement for the inside covers and first pages create intrigue and
allow readers to quickly grasp the content theme. For the cover of The Art of Dying, a memento
mori was commissioned to reflect society’s collective fear of an over-medicalized “bad death,”
using an embossed skull obscured in the hospital bed. For The Sex Issue cover, a more playful
tone was achieved through the use of bright pink and an attention-grabbing tease: a peelable
condom-shaped sticker.

Design Solution
UI/UX design considerations were the main focus of this project, which involved creating a whole
new way of interacting with the web to make highlighting content as natural as highlighting lines
from a print book. It was also important to make the experience of sharing the content as intuitive
as possible, to emphasize the social aspect of the idea. The result is a platform that users love,
and the ‘innovation project’ has brought in a collection of institutional and strategic investors to
help bring it to the next level.

Publisher
Linda Quattrin

Executive Oversight
Joshua Dorsey

Editor
Heidi Singer

Editorial
Angela Linares,
Justin Evans

Art Direction,
Design & Photography
(Primary)
Mark Bennett

Creative Direction
Sheela Ramtuhol
Graphic Design & UI/UX
Sheela Ramtuhol

Digital Editor
Roberta Brown

2019

RGD

Award for Creative Use of .Design Domain
babyTEL Inc.: Hivelighter App

Illustration
& Logo Design
Sheela Ramtuhol

Cover Illustration
(The Art of Dying)
Lucas Young
Printing
Andora Graphics

About Domtar
Paper Connects Us.
It brings moments, ideas and dreams to life, capturing them in a vibrant and tactile way.
Their paper gives shape, provides security, stakes a claim and always has a story to tell. As master
makers and purveyors of fine uncoated communication and specialty papers, collaboration
and discovery in all things paper is the soul of what they do. Domtar Paper is proud to play an
important role in all the ways paper is part of creating everyday connections.

About .design
.design is a revolutionary development in online branding. Now, professional designers
of all types can end their websites and accompanying email in .design rather than .com,
.net, and all those old-school options. The .design domain functions in the same way as any
other, but it makes your branding explicit, so your site, email and business cards can finally
match your smart and innovative design aesthetic. Tell the world what you do and what
you care about in a fresh way.

Printed on Domtar Lynx FSC Certified Paper
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Category 5 Award for
Branding/Large Format Innovation
IBI Group: ‘A Smarter Urban Future’ Campaign

APATHY.

INGENUITY.

Objective
Create a multi-channel campaign to introduce stakeholders to a new Strategic Plan for transforming
IBI into a primarily urban technology firm while securing and growing its existing business.
Design Solution
All creative featured a woman wearing a VR headset overlaid with what she is experiencing:
a vibrantly thriving cityscape representing both the firm’s future direction and its existing role in
the built environment. Different components of the campaign targeted staff, investors, clients
and partners, with creative assets including an annual report, fold-out brochure, staff handbook,
videos, social media, event design and experiential branding through environmental and
motion graphics, all reinforcing the theme of ‘A Smarter Urban Future’.
Executive Oversight
Charles Finley
Editorial
Charles Finley,
Julia Harper

RGD

Creative Direction/
Art Direction
Robyn Gillrie
Graphic Design
& Packaging
Robyn Gillrie
Annual Report
& Event Photography
Linden Laserna
Environmental
Graphic Design
& Event Videography
Francesco Giorgio

Ryerson is rewriting the future.
About Category 5 Imaging
Category 5 Imaging is the reliable go-to partner for print buyers. They print, kit, ship and
install big, awesome projects for some of Canada’s most iconic brands and agencies in outdoor,
transit and retail.

Located in the heart of Toronto, Ryerson’s distinctly urban
character and deep commitment to city building place us in a
unique position to help our students make a lasting real-world
impact. The stakes have never been higher, but to build a better
future, we must merge ingenuity and action. That’s precisely
what we do at Ryerson. Join us.

ryerson.ca
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We’re a bit obsessive.
Okay, maybe more than a bit.
At Moveable, we’re ready to do whatever it takes
to get your message out effectively.
Promptly. Perfectly. Beautifully.

Type | Print | Proofreading | Images
moveable.com
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GOOD
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The So(cial) Good Design
Awards turn a sharp lens on
design’s undeniable power
to positively impact people
and communities. The Association of Registered Graphic
Designers (RGD) invites
submissions, from around
the world, of communication
design projects that create
positive social impacts and
contribute to meaningful
change in the way people live
their lives.

SUBMIT YOUR
WORK AT
RGD.CA/
SOGOOD
EARLY-BIRD DEADLINE
JAN 31, 2020
FINAL DEADLINE
FEB 14, 2020
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Design
Print
Lamination
Wood Work
Metal Fabriation
Installation
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These are what we do...

GOOD
WORK
THAT
DOES
GOOD
WORK
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PARTNERS & SPONSORS

All work reproduced in this book has been accepted on the condition that
it is reproduced with the knowledge and prior consent of the actual owner of
the image; consequently no responsibility is accepted by The Association
of Registered Graphic Designers for any infringement of copyright arising from
publication thereof. Please note that the submissions in this catalogue are intended
to illustrate the in-house design content of the individuals and organizations
featured. Any dates, offers and claims mentioned may have changed and/or
ended since the date of release.
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